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A purely kinetic instability of the dust acoustic mode in inhomogeneous plasmas is discussed. In the
presence of a magnetic field, electrons and ions may be magnetized while at the same time dust grains may
remain unmagnetized. Although the dynamics of the light species is strongly affected by the magnetic field, the
dust acoustic mode may still propagate in practically any direction. The inhomogeneity implies a source of free
energy for an instability that develops through the diamagnetic drift effects of the magnetized species. It is
shown that this may be a powerful mechanism for the excitation of dust acoustic waves. The analysis presented
in the work is also directly applicable to plasmas containing both positive and negative ions and electrons,
provided that at least one of the two ion species is unmagnetized.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inhomogeneous plasmas imply the presence of a source of
free energy that can make some plasma modes grow. Within
the kinetic theory a suitable distribution function for general
plasma species j and for an inhomogeneous plasma with a
density gradient in the negative x direction can be taken in
the form �1�

f j0�x,v�� = Nj� mj

2��Tj
�3/2

exp�− �vx
2 + �vy +

�Tj

mj� jLj
�2

+ vz
2	mj/�2�Tj� − x/Lj
 .

Here, the characteristic equilibrium density length is Lj
= �nj0� /nj0�−1, nj0� =dnj0 /dx, and Nj =const. An integration
over velocities yields the macroscopic equilibrium density
profile nj0�x�=�f j0d3v� =Nj exp�−x /Lj�. Similarly, one can
also perform the integration of the type J��v� f j0�x ,v��d3v� .
After a few steps this yields the equilibrium diamagnetic
velocity corresponding to the expression standardly obtained
from the fluid description v��j =J / �nj0�x��=−�Tj / �mj� jLj�e�y
�e�y�Tjnj0� / �qjB0nj0�. It is seen that because v�j Tj /qj, in
the case of cool and/or highly charged species j, their dia-
magnetic effects may become negligible. This is sometimes a
situation with ions in an electron-ion plasma where we have
�v�i /v�e�= �Ti /Te��e /qi�.

When both electrons and ions are magnetized, the corre-
sponding growing low-frequency mode is the drift mode.
However, in some situations, in the perturbed state the
heavier species �ions� may, in fact, behave as unmagnetized
regardless of the presence of a magnetic field. This may hap-
pen in case of high-frequency waves ���i=eB0 /mi when
the ions follow nearly straight lines, regardless of the mutual
direction of the wave-number vector k� from one side and the
magnetic field vector from the other. In view of the mass
difference, for electrons we may have at the same time �

��e=eB0 /me. The ions can behave as unmagnetized in the
perturbed state also in case of collisions, provided that �i
��i, even if at the same time �i��. Similarly, they can
behave as unmagnetized also for short wavelengths, 	
�i,
�i=vTi /�i, and vTi

2 =�Ti /mi. Electrostatic modes propagating
in a plasma with such properties will have the basic features
of the ion acoustic �IA� mode in spite of the magnetized
electrons. Within the two-fluid theory such a mode in an
inhomogeneous plasma may become growing �2–4� provided
the simultaneous presence of collisions and the mentioned
equilibrium density gradient perpendicular to B� 0. On the
other hand, within the kinetic theory the mode is also grow-
ing due to purely kinetic effects. The growth rate is similar to
the standard drift wave instability �5�, with the necessary
condition that the wave frequency is below the electron dia-
magnetic drift frequency ��e=v�ek�.

In a plasma containing also dust grains and in the pres-
ence of some small perturbations, the time and space scales
at which the grain dynamics develops are orders of magni-
tude different as compared to the above mentioned drift and
IA wave scales. Hence, in situations similar to those de-
scribed above, both the ions and electrons may be well mag-
netized, while the dust grains may not feel the effects of the
magnetic field. One may then expect that the grain dynamics
remains within the dust acoustic �DA� wave description al-
though the lighter species are magnetized and thus have very
different dynamics in the directions parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field vector. If the plasma is inhomoge-
neous, the dynamics of the electrons and ions will be de-
scribed by a set of equations that follow from the standard
�kinetic or fluid� drift wave theory �6�, with possibly the only
difference regarding the finite ion inertia effects that at the
DA wave scale can simply be ignored. The resulting disper-
sion equation may then yield a growing DA wave, with the
instability driven by the density gradient of the magnetized
light particles.

This type of the dust acoustic gradient-driven instability
will be studied in the present work. In particular we shall use
a model in which the equilibrium dusty plasma is confined
by the magnetic field, implying that all species are magne-
tized, while the perturbations will be studied in time and
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space domains within which only lighter species �electrons
and ions� are magnetized. Models of that kind are available
in the literature �7,8�. Two specific cases will be studied: �i�
an electron-ion plasma with negatively charged grains and
�ii� a plasma containing positively charged grains, electrons,
and negative ions.

II. MODEL AND RESULTS

A. Plasma with negatively charged grains

We shall assume a plasma placed in an external magnetic
field B� 0=B0e�z, with a density gradient of the species j in the
x direction �j=e , i ,d�. The charge number Zd of the dust
grains is assumed to be constant �which is appropriate for
frequencies far below the mean attachment frequencies for
electrons and ions �9,10��, so that the equilibrium quasineu-
trality condition reads

ni0�x� = ne0�x� + Zdnd0�x� . �1�

Details of the physics of the grain-plasma interaction and the
corresponding charging may be found in Refs. �11,12�. The
varying grain charge is known to introduce an extra mode of
oscillations �9�. In such a geometry the species will have the
above described equilibrium diamagnetic drift velocities v��j

=e�z��� pj / �qjnjB0�.
The perturbed number density of all three species j may

be calculated from

nj1 = �




f j1d3v� , �2�

where f j1 is the corresponding distribution function. In the
perturbed state, we shall continue to treat the light species as
magnetized. However, the dust grains are taken as unmagne-
tized, implying wavelengths that are above the ion and elec-
tron gyroradii yet below the grain gyroradius or/and the
wave frequencies that are below the electron and ion gyrof-
requency but above the grain gyrofrequency. Hence, the deri-
vation will be different for magnetized and unmagnetized
species. The former yields �6� for the perturbed number den-
sity,

nj1 = −
qjnj0�1

�Tj
�1 + �� − ��j��

m

�m�� j�
� − m� j

��W�� − m� j

�kz�vTj
� − 1	
 . �3�

Here, � j =k�
2 � j

2, �m�� j�= Im�� j�exp�−� j�, W���
= �2��1/2�−

+� exp�−�2 /2�d� / ��−��, and Im is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind and order m. We use the
local approximation and the Fourier analysis with small per-

turbations of the form  f̂�x�exp�−i�t+ ikyy+ ikzz�, where

f̂�x� is the x-dependent amplitude and �d /dx�� �ky�. For fre-
quencies much below � j we keep only the term m=0 and,
being interested in the DA spatial and time scales, it is good
enough to use �0�� j��1 for both electrons and ions. For
similar reasons �����1� we shall use the approximate ex-
pression

W��� � 1 − �2 + ¯ + i��/2�1/2� exp�− �2/2� . �4�

This yields for electrons and ions,

nj1

nj0
= −

qj�1

�Tj
�1 + i��

2
�1/2� − ��j

�kz�vTj
exp� �2

2kz
2vTj

2 �	 . �5�

Regarding the perturbed dust dynamics, we shall assume fre-
quencies satisfying the conditions ���d and ����d. The
latter is particularly easily satisfied for grains with a high
charge number. Further in the text, these assumptions will be
supported by the parameters which we use. In such a fre-
quency limit Eq. �2� yields �13,14�

nd1

nd0
=

eZd�1

�Td
�1 − Z� �

kvTd
�	 . �6�

Here, Z���= �� / �2��1/2��−
+d� exp�−�2 /2� / ��−�� is the

plasma dispersion function. Note that the argument � here
comprises the total k, which describes the essential fact that
the grain perturbations are independent on the direction of
the magnetic field vector B� 0=B0e�z. After expanding Z���
�1+1 /�2+ ¯−i�� /2�1/2� exp�−�2 /2�, which is valid if
����1 and �Re����� �Im����, and using Eqs. �5� and �6�, the
quasineutrality condition, which in the present case reads
ni1=ne1+Zdnd1, yields the dispersion equation,

���,k�� �
k2Zd

2nd0

md�2 −
ni0

�Ti
−

ne0

�Te
− i��

2
�1/2� �

kvTd

Zd
2nd0

�Td

�exp�−
�2

2k2vTd
2 � +

�� − ��i�
kzvTi

ni0

�Ti
exp�−

�2

2kz
2vTi

2 �
+

�� − ��e�
kzvTe

ne0

�Te
exp�−

�2

2kz
2vTe

2 �	 = 0. �7�

The real part of Eq. �7� yields the DA wave frequency
�15,16�,

�r
2 = k2cd

2, cd
2 = �TeTind0Zd

2/�md�ni0Te + ne0Ti�� . �8�

The growth rate �and damping� � is given approximately by
��−Im��� / �� Re��� /����=�r

, and this yields

� = − ��

2
�1/2 mdcd

3k

2Zd
2nd0

��rnd0Zd
2

kvTd�Td
exp�−

�r
2

2k2vTd
2 �

+
��r − ��i�

kzvTi

ni0

�Ti
exp�−

�r
2

2kz
2vTi

2 �
+

��r − ��e�
kzvTe

ne0

�Te
exp�−

�r
2

2kz
2vTe

2 �	 . �9�

The diamagnetic drift separates charges so that in the present
case ��i has the sign opposite to ��e. The shape of Eq. �9�
reveals that, for a positive ��e, the only term capable of
changing the sign of � and yielding the growth is, in prin-
ciple, the electron term, provided that �r
��e. The dust
term in Eq. �9� is typically always negligible in comparison
to others. To check if the instability is really possible, we
make the ratio of the ion and electron terms �i /�e that are
within the brackets in Eq. �9�. As long as �r

2�kz
2vTe

2 ,kz
2vTi

2

�see Eq. �4��, the exponential terms are practically equal to
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unity and play no role. Also, having �r���e ,��i it is seen
that the instability may take place only provided that

��i/�e� � � ni0�

ne0�
��Temi

Time
�1/2

= �1 +
Zdnd0�

ne0�
��Temi

Time
�1/2


 1.

�10�

Hence, here the instability implies unrealistically high values
of the ion temperature and the excitation of DA waves by
electron terms in such dusty plasmas containing negatively
charged grains is unlikely. An exception could be a specific
case in which the electron and dust density gradients have
opposite signs and, in addition, nearly balance each other so
that the term �1+Zdnd0� /ne0� ���1−Zdnd0Le / �ne0Ld�� becomes
very small, implying a nearly flat ion density profile, i.e.,
Le /Li�1. The cases similar to that have been discussed in
Refs. �7,8�. Note that in standard electron-ion plasma �e.g., in
the case of the drift wave� exactly the same �e term appears,
resulting in the instability mentioned in the introductory
lines, while at the same time it is usually �r

2�kz
2vTi

2 or �r
2

�kz
2vTi

2 . The total ion contribution is thus considerably re-
duced and the electron terms are capable of making the mode
growing. The reason for the absence of the electron-driven
instability in the present dusty plasma case is clearly only
due to the fact that the frequencies are low and the exponen-
tial term in the ion part plays no role, i.e., �r

2�kz
2vTi

2 .

B. Positively charged grains and negative ions

Under typical laboratory conditions in the past, grains are
negatively charged by electron attachment, and this corre-
sponds to the case discussed above. However, more recent
experiments dealing with the photoelectric charging �17� and
the presence of negative ions in a dusty plasma �18,19� yield
positively charged dust grains or both positive and negative
at the same time. In space and astrophysical plasmas, grains
can have both positive and negative charges, sometimes even
at the same time or in the form of neighboring layers con-
taining opposite charges on the grains �20,21�. This peculiar
behavior of a dusty plasma is due to several competing
charging mechanisms, such as the attachment of plasma par-
ticles due to inelastic collisions, secondary electron emission,
and photoemission �22–24�. Dusty plasmas containing nega-
tive ions imply a reduced charging of the grains due to elec-
tron attachment and dust grains can become positively
charged, especially in the case when positive ions are much
lighter than negative ones �18�. On the other hand, we may
simply have a plasma without dust but containing both posi-
tive and negative ions and electrons �15�. In such cases the
diamagnetic velocities of electrons and any other negatively
charged magnetized species have the same sign, and there-
fore their destabilizing effects will add up.

In view of that, performing a similar procedure as above,
it can easily be shown that such plasmas are additionally
destabilized, with the effects of negatively charged magne-
tized species �ions or grains� being similar to those of elec-
trons. In the equilibrium we now have Zdnd0�x�=ni0�x�
+ne0�x�. Here, the density gradients of electrons and negative
ions are assumed to be of the same sign, and the quasineu-

trality is maintained by the simultaneous variation of the
density of positively charged grains. In the perturbed state
the dispersion equation is obtained from

Zdnd1 = ni1 + ne1. �11�

Note that here the index d may denote either positively
charged grains or positive ions, while the index i on the
right-hand side in the present case describes any magnetized
and negatively charged heavy species, ions, or grains.

The real part of the dispersion equation will again yield
Eq. �8�, while the growth rate will be similar as Eq. �9�, only
bearing in mind an essential difference as compared to the
previously discussed case, i.e., that now both ��j in the criti-
cal terms �−��j are positive. Hence, the mode is practically
always unstable and the instability in the present case fol-
lows from the fact that both electrons and singly charged
negative ions together change the sign of the growth rate �.

Some additional features of this growing mode are pre-
sented in Figs. 1–3. In Fig. 1 we present the growth rate for
positively charged grains and negative ions for an arbitrary
set of plasma parameters and in terms of the angle of propa-
gation �=arctan�kz /ky� between the wave vector k� and the y
axis. The electron and negative-ion number densities are
taken equal to ni0=ne0=n0=1018 m−3, and we take Zd=103

yielding nd0=2�1015 m−3. We assume mi to be equal to

γ
/ω

θ [rad]

FIG. 1. The normalized growth rate � /�r in terms of the angle
between k� and the y axis for Te=Ti=0.1, 0.5, and 1 eV �lines a, b,
and c, respectively�.

γ
/ω

θ [rad]

FIG. 2. The normalized growth rate � /�r in terms of the angle
between k� and the y axis for several values ni0 and ne0 and for
nd0= �ni0+ne0� /Zd.
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proton mass, for grains we take md=10−16 kg, and we as-
sume a plasma with L�Le=Li= �d ln n0 /dx�−1=1 m. For
the wave number we take k=103 m−1 so that L /	=160, 	
=2� /k, and �d /	=3, where �d=vTd /�d and the magnetic
field is taken as B0=0.2 T.

The lines a, b, and c in Fig. 1 correspond to three different
values of the electron and ion temperatures, Te=Ti=T=0.1,
0.5, and 1 eV, respectively, where at the same time Td
=T /50. The growth rate is strongly dependent on both the
angle of propagation and the temperature of the light plasma
species that are responsible for the growth of the mode. Note
that �r here takes values between 400 and 1260 Hz while
�d=0.3 Hz, and ��d changes between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz, so
that indeed we have properly assumed limits for the local
approximation, unmagnetized grains, and negligible dust dia-
magnetic drift effects.

We stress that taking any other value for the dust tempera-
ture, even going to the limit TdT, yields exactly the same
shape for the growth rate. This is because for these param-
eters the dust contribution in Eq. �9� is completely negligible.
Similarly, the growth rate does not change at all by varying
n0, and this holds as long as ni0 ,ne0 are kept equal. This may
be expected from Eq. �9� because the density n0 cancels out
by the dust term Zdnd0 that is in the denominator in front of
the brackets. However, for any other values ni0�ne0 the
growth rate changes. This is presented in Fig. 2 for several
number densities ni0 ,ne0 �per cubic meter� and for the case
T=0.5 eV, Td=T /50. Here, the corresponding dust density
is given by Zdnd0=ni0+ne0.

The parameters above are used, in fact, in order to obtain
a small enough growth rate so that the previously used ex-
pansions in Eq. �7� remain valid. Yet, for laboratory condi-
tions the used value for L is too large. Taking it smaller
yields ���r. Its variation strongly affects the growth rate,
especially for a larger plasma temperature as seen from Fig.
3. Here, the contour plot of ��Ln ,T� is presented for T=Te
=Ti, and other parameters are as in Fig. 1. Obviously, the
growth rate can easily be larger than the wave frequency, but
this would imply that the conditions for the expansion used
above are violated. In that case, in the above given quasineu-
trality condition �11� one should use general expressions �3�
and �6� and solve the resulting dispersion equation numeri-

cally. The result will almost always give strongly growing
modes with ���� ��r�.

III. SUMMARY

The described mechanism of excitation of dust acoustic
waves in inhomogeneous plasmas with magnetized light spe-
cies is very likely to occur in any inhomogeneous environ-
ment. In such situations, the DA wave will practically always
be growing and the growth rate can easily be far above the
wave frequency. The mode is most easily excited in a very
narrow angle around a direction that is almost perpendicular
to the magnetic field vector and the density gradient. In as-
trophysical clouds the proposed instability may become an
initial triggering mechanism for the fragmentation, especially
if self-gravity effects are also taken into account. The kinetic
analysis presented here is, in fact, the most appropriate for
such astrophysical plasmas with a small amount of colli-
sions. Artificially produced grains under the laboratory con-
ditions in the recent past are also positively charged �17–19�,
and the proposed instability discussed in Secs. II A and II B
will undoubtedly work there too. However, plasmas in these
recent experiments include not only positively charged
grains, electrons, and negative ions, but, in addition to this,
also a variable amount of positive ions �18� or negative
grains �17�. The simplified model with three species only,
discussed in Sec. II B, can easily be generalized to include
the effects of these additional species.

The analysis performed in Sec. II A includes, as special
case, some elements of the model presented in Refs. �7,8�
where the ion density is taken constant, and the electron and
grain densities are assumed to balance each other in order to
preserve the quasineutrality, yet there are some remaining
differences regarding the equilibrium. In our case, in both
instabilities presented in Secs. II A and II B it is, in fact, the
ion density gradient that crucially determines the mode be-
havior.

The model described in the text is, in fact, also directly
applicable to plasmas free of dust but containing at the same
time electrons together with both positively and negatively
charged ions. One example of that kind �25� implies negative
ions perfluoromethylcyclohexane �C7F14� and sulfur
hexafluoride �SF6�, obtained by the electron attachment in a
Q machine with an ionized potassium plasma.

The presented theory works in the standard limits of ap-
plicability of the kinetic theory. However, strongly colli-
sional plasmas with a similar geometry and magnetization
limits provide a counterpart instability driven by the simul-
taneous effects of the inhomogeneity and collisions. In ordi-
nary electron-ion plasmas such an instability has been stud-
ied in the past �2–4�.
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FIG. 3. The contour plot of the normalized growth rate � /�r in
terms of the inhomogeneity length L= �d ln n0 /dx�−1 and the plasma
temperature.
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